1. Suppose we have defined a let-exp datatype with constructor (new-let-exp binding-symbols binding-vals body), recognizer (let-exp? tree) and getters (Binding-Symbols tree), (Binding_Vals tree) and (Let-body tree). Give code to parse a let-expression into such a let-exp tree.
2. I have parsed a lambda expression into a tree datatype (new-lambda-exp syms body); the lambda-exp type has getters (Lambda-Syms tree) and (Lambda-Body tree). Give code for the case of (eval-exp tree env) that evaluates a lambda-exp tree. If you need additional datatypes just describe them; you don’t need to give code defining the datatypes.
3.  
a) Explain in one sentence, or two if you must, the difference between call-by-value and call-by-reference.

b) Give an example that evaluates differently in call-by-reference than in call-by-value.

c) Explain in English how you would modify your miniScheme interpreter to implement call-by-reference.
4. We talked in class about the difference between static scoping (or static binding) and dynamic scoping. Your miniScheme interpreter implements static scoping. Give code for the non-primproc case of apply-proc that will change the interpreter to dynamic scoping. You can make any assumptions you want about datatypes.
5. We added letrec expressions to miniScheme by translating them into equivalent let-expressions. Give a let-expression that is equivalent to the following letrec:

(letrec ([f (lambda (n) (if (zero? n) 1 (g (- n 1)))]
          [g (lambda (n) (if (zero? n) 2 (f (- n 1))))])
  (f 23))

6. I want to add streams to miniScheme. If you recall, streams are based on the *delay* and *force* operations. In real Scheme once an expression is forced its value is remembered so it never needs to be evaluated again. For this question don’t worry about this remembering. I just want to implement (delay exp) so it delays the evaluation of exp, and to implement (force exp) so if exp is a delayed expression (force exp) evaluates it.

   a) What code would you use to parse (delay exp) and (force exp)?
   b) What code would you use in (eval-exp tree env) for the trees that come from parsing (delay exp) and (Force exp)?

   **Note for 2018:** We haven’t talked about this yet. You can just ignore this question.
[This is extra space. If you want me to read what is here, please indicate that clearly.]
Please write and sign the Honor Pledge when you are finished with the exam.